In this paper we define the osoillation regions for vector fields on R and investigate their properties. In particular we describe the properties of oscillating trajectories i.e. not bounded and not escaping to infinity. These subjects have arisen from the problem of whether structurally stable vector fields on R satisfy ffi(Y) = Per Y i.e. does every nonwandering point of Y belong to the olosure of the union of all closed orbits and all critical points of Y. A full answer to this question will appear in my nexi paper (to appear later this year). Problems solved in this article are connected also with o the works on fi-stability of vector fields on R of F.Klok (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Wederland). We introduce the following notations H r (R 2 ) -the space of C r (r £ 1) vector fields on R^ which generate flows endowed with the C r -Whitney topology,
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is an open and residual subset of H r (R 2 ) (see [3] ).
r / 2 1 How Y e G: J (R ) is fixed. Therefore* we shall consequently omit the sign Y in symbols. Let S be the set consisting of all saddles of Y and infinity.« We shall define a relation lee in S., p p<j q for p e S, q e S if one of the following possibilities holds; (i) (W u (p) -{p}) n (W S (q) -{q}) * 0 if P! i«, q ! io,. (iij the branch of W u (p) is escaping to infinity for t --+ 00 if p / 00 , q = 00 , (iii) the branch of W 8 (q) is escaping to infinity for t ---00 if p = oo q ^ 00 . def If p oe q and p £ 00 , q / op then c(p,q) ==== {pj^} u u {w u (p) r > W s (q jj}. If p ocq and p /oo , q = 00 then c(p,q) consists of p and this branch of W u (p) which is escaping to infinity. If p .««q and p =00 , q' / 00 then c(p,q) consists of q and this branch of W s (q) which is escaping to infinity. We say that P = (... ,p Q> p 1 ,.. .), p. e S is maximal if for any i is true that p. oeand P cannot be enlarged. exist a strictly increasing sequence (t ) n = 1,2,...,t-» + 00 and a sequence of points (x fl ) n = 1,2,... such that x Q € P-,yP 2 <\E, x n -»-y,
lies between x n and y, first point in which (x R ) meets P 1 yP 2 n E, T(x c ,t n )--y. Moreover the regions A n , A n is bounded by an are a n = |T(x n ,t) A 0 $ < t^t n | and by an interval of P 1 yP 2 , the ends, of which belong to a , form an increasing sequence and w A = E. We leave an easy proof of this theorem to the reader. Corollary» The family of all oscillation regions of Y is locally finite. Theorem 2.
If E is an oscillation region of Y» then PrE cfl(Y).
Proof. We shall show that for any x € PrE, for any neighbourhood U 3 x and for any t > 0 there exist y e U and t, 111 > t » such that T Y (y,t) e U. It is 'clear that if x e PrE and x is a saddle then x e ft(Y). Let x e PrE and suppose x is not a saddle. For any neighbourhood U of x there exists a transversal section P-)
3^ at x such that P 1 xP 2 c U. Prom the definition of the oscillation region it follows tiiat for any t > 0 there exist x n e P^xP 2 and t > t such that T(x n ,1; n ) e P-,xP 2 n E, so xeft(Y). (x) is not bounded and T+(x) is not escaping to infinity for t -"-+«>. b) T(x) is 06-oscillating iff T_(x) is not bounded and T_(x) is not escaping to infinity for t-»--oo, c) T(x) is oscillating iff T(x) is <j-oscillating or a-oscillating.
How we describe the properties of w-oscillating traject orie s. Theorem 3. If T(x) is an u-oscillating trajectory of vector fields Y, then: a) there exists an oscillation region E of Y such that T(x) c E and u(T(x)) = FrE. b) the condition (d) of Definition 4 can be formulated in the following ways for any y e FrE if Y(y) ^ 0 and for any small enough transversal section P^yPg at y there exists a strictly increasing sequence (tn) n=1,2,... such that tn-"-+ 00, T(x,tQ) e P.|yP2 <" > E, T(x,tn) -^y. The regions An, is bounded by the arc aQ = |T(x,t) : ' t n^' ts ' t n+i} and by interval of ^^ ends T ( x >' fc n)» ^^'^n+l^'
form an increasing sequence, LJ A = E and T (x) c A n=1 -n for n=1,2,... .
Proof. By the definition of oscillating trajectory and Remark 2 we have to(T(x)) ^ 0. Moreover is not difficult to see that only a saddle may be the component of ¿os(T(x)) and wn(T(x)) = 0. Let y e tJn(T(x)) and P.)yP2 be a small enough transversal section at y. Because T (x) approaches spirally the trajectory T (y) (by Lemma 2(b)), there exists tQ € R such that T(x) meets infinitely many times P1yP2 for t > tQ and all these points lie either between P^ and y or between y and P2. Assume that they lie between P^ and y. Thus, there exist t^ > tQ and t2 > t1 such that T(x,t1) and T(x,t?) are succesive common points of T(x) Properties of vector fields on ri 2 and P-jy. Moreover T(x,t 2 ) lies between T(x,t^ ) and y because in the other case T(x,t) for t > t 2 is contained in the region G bounded by an arc b = jl(x,t) < t <"t 2 } and by an interval of P^yFg with ends T(x,t^), T(x,t 2 ). Hence y is not in o(T(x)). By the same reasons T(x,t^), the first common point of T(x) for t ^ t 2 and lies between y and T(x,t 2 ). Analogously we define the points T(x,t n ). Thus T(x,t n ) -j, t Q -+00, t n > t n _ 1 for n = 1,2,... . Let A Q be a region bounded by an arc a fl = jT(x,t) :
and b 7 interval of with ends T(x,t Q ), T(x,t n+1 ). Clearly daf 1 1 unbounded, we infer that B = KJ A" is also an unbounded * n n=1 region. It follows from the definition of a fl , that there exists a sequence r, suoh that t <r <t + 00 n n n n+1 * n and T(x t r n )--00, so ooeu*(T(x)). Let e U n fT(x)). If there exists no x^ <J 0 (T(x)) such that i->(T(y ± )) = , are contained in o n (T(x))" Because the sequenoe (a Q ) is unbounded, particularly infinitely many of connections c(x if x i+1 |, i of saddles may be contained in tJ(T(x)). Thus u(T(x)) contains only these sets which are described in Definition 4(c). These sets are the components of to(T(x)). It is clear that they are not bounded« By Lemma 1 iO*(T(x)) is a boundary of a simply connected region in S and (j*(T(x)) is a connected subset of S . Hence any component of £j(T(x)) = s (j*(T(x)J separates R 2 . Moreover each of them has at least one trajectory which is contained in <J n (T(x)). This sentence together with Lemma 2(b) imply that io(T(x)') has at most denumerable number of components. It follows from the definition of A 1 that T_(x) c A^. Thus T_(x) c Aj^ for i = 1,2,... * If y £ T + (x), then there exists an arc a^ oo such that yea. cA^c U A. = E, so T(x) c E. Hence i=1 w(T(x))c E. Moreover, if y e PrE, then exists a sequenoe of points (x n ) such that x n e a n for n = 1,2,... , so yei)(T(x)), The last two sentences imply that o)(T(x)) = 2 = PrE. E is a simply connected subset of R because E A is a simply connected region in ¡5 and a connected subset of R 2 .
